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Phi To
GROVER HEADS
ALLIED ARTS PrHoldBetaStatewide
CHARTER DAY
Convention
L AGAIN TAKES CELEBRATED
PRIZE WINNERS
FIRST HONORS
Plans are being completed for
the first state-wide convention of
Pi Beta Phi Sorority which will be
held in Orlando May 11 and 12,
with convention headquarters in
the Orange Court hotel. Primary
accomplishments of the gathering
will be the formation of an
Florida state organization of
Phis, of which there is no such
ganization at present.
Miss Amy B. Onken, national
grand president of Pi Beta Phi,
will be the guest of honor and
principal speaker.
Chairman of the convention is
Miss Lillian Eldridge. She will be
assisted by the following committees: Registration, Mrs. Bryan Anderson and Mrs. Edwin P. Jones;
publicity, the Misses Mary Lanier,
Damaris Wilson and Gwen Bartholomew; information, the Misses Betty Tedger and Mitzie Mizner; convention lodges, Mrs. William N. Ellis, Miss Rebecca Leland
and
Mrs. Annette
McKenney
Scott; luncheon,
Mrs.
Donald
Weeks, Miss Ann Tegder and
Mrs.
F. Burton Smith; tea, Mrs.
Carol Langstoh and Miss Catherine Greene; banquet, Mrs. John T.
Branham, Mrs. Loomis Leedy,
Mrs.
Herbert Sanderson and Mrs.
Gardner Sherman; initiation, Mrs.
Samuel Jones, Mrs. Stafford Tichenor and Mrs. W. A. Pattishall;
favors, Mrs. Frank Ufer and Mrs.
High Pichard; settlement school
exhibit, Mrs. C. E. Limpus, Mrs.
M. R. Smythe and Mrs. L. R.
Nyedegger, transportation, Miss
Lucille Gettier, Mrs. Hugh Flynt,
Miss Jean Tegder and Mrs. William Dial.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Octette To Present
Variety Program
In Theatre Friday

A variety program of light song
Semicentennial P r o g r a m Held will be presented in the Annie
in Sanford April 28
Russell theatre Friday night, May
3, by the Rollins Octette, under the
On Sunday, April 28, services direction of Choirmaster Christowere held in Sanford to commem- pher 0. Honaas. The Octett.
orate that memorable day, just double quartette of mixed voi
fifty years ago, when Rollins Col- is the newest and one of the most
lege was granted its charter, on successful musical organizations
which day "the incorporators met on the Rollins campus. The pro
in the director's room of the Ly- gram Friday is the organization';
man Bank in Sanford, Fla., on first home concert of the season.
Tuesday, April 28, 1885 . . . After
The Octette is composed of Haz^
reading the call the following
el I. Bowen, Helen Welch, Kathconstitution and by-laws were
erine Winchester, Dorothy E
read and adopted: We the underSmith, John D. Beaufort, William
signed, together with such others
R. Page, Milford J. Davis, and
as may hereafter be associated
Lyman B. Greaves, all trained
with us, do hereby form ourselves
voices from the Rollins Conservainto a body corporate according to
tory of Music. The program is
the provisions of the Statutes of
scheduled to begin at 8:15 and,
Florida as contained in Chapter
while the concert is open to the
36 of McClellan's Digest . . . The
public free of charge, a free-will
name of this corporation shall be
offering will be taken during the
Rollins College and it shall be loperformance.
cated at Winter Park . . . Its object, which shall never be changed, I Octette:
Kye
Song of St. Bride
Clokey
shall be the Christian education
Burleigh
of youth and to this end it pro- Deep River
Cain
poses to provide for its students Go Down Moses
Arkhangelsk!
the best educational facilities Dusk of Night
possible and throw about them II Male Quartette:
those Christian influences which What Shall we Do with a
Drunken Sailor? .—Bartholemew
will be adapted to restrain them
Battle of Jericho
Cowley
from evil and prepare them for
Huntley
virtuous, happy and useful life, Ole' Gray Robe
Rigoletto
Arranged
Mayor T. L. Dumas of Sanford III Octette:
proclaimed on April 28, th(
AUen-a-Dale
De Pearsall
zens of that City and County
Turtle Dove
Williams
"make recognition of t
Since First I Saw
reaching work being done for the
Your Face
Ford
youth of the land through Rollins
Just as the Tide was
College" by attending the cerePlowing
Williams
monies and thus expressing their
(This group to be done in the
good will and friendship for this
style of the English singers.)
great educational institution.
IV Rhapsody in Blue
Gershwin
At 11 a. m. special services
A two-piano arrangement with
were held in the churches emphaDorothy E. Smith and Charles
sizing the value of Christian eduClawson.
cation.
In the First Baptist
V Octette
Church Dean Enyart was the Rol"Tween the Mount and the Deep
lins speaker; in tht First ChristDeep Vale"
Blech
ian church, Dr. E. 0. Grover; in
Charm Me Asleep
Brahms
the First Congregational church.
German
Rev. W. S. Beard D. D.; in the 0 Peaceful Night
Williams
First Methodist church, Mrs. Ed- Song of the Pedler

Outstanding Faculty Chosen
For Coming Session

Dr. Edwin Osgood Grover, professor of books at Rollins College,
has founded the Banners Elk
RoUins Students Receive
Proposal Advocated by
School of English in North Caro- B o t h e Chosen President of
Majority of Awards
0 . D. K. Approved by Large
lina and will open it for the first F. I. P. A . ; Parker Treasurer
In Annual Contest
Majority Vote
time on June 25 as a summer of S t u d e n t Government Group
school to run to August 6. The
At the joint convention of the
By a vote of 183 to 11, the Rolschool
is
to
be"
located
a
t
Banners
Orange county and Rollins collins Student Association decided
Elk in the extreme northwestern Florida Intercollegiate Press and
lege took practically all the honupon the adoption of the Omicron
part of North Carolina, close to Student Government Associations
ors in the contest sponsored by the
held in Gainsville April 26 and 27,
Delta Kappa proposal for the rethe Tennessee line.
Allied Arts of Winter Park, which
the Flamingo, Rollins' literary
organization of the student counAs a faculty, Dr. Grover has
made it annual award of $400
magazine, once again took first
cil at a special meeting held in
engaged
Edwin
Granberry,
assistworth of prizes for art, drama, pohonors. This is the third consecuthe theatre Friday morning.
ant professor of English at Roletry, music and the short story,
tive time that this publication has
The new plan, involving a shift
lins, and author; Jessie B. Rittenlast Saturday.
taken the cup which becomes the
from popular election of student
house,
consultant
in
the
a
r
t
of
The poetry awards, apparently
permanent possession of the colofficers to a system of group
poetry writing at Rollins, and poregarded by the Allied Arts as belege. James Holden is the editor
representation will go into effect
et; Dr. Harold Blodgett, profesing the most important, went to
of the Flamingo.
immediately. An amendment to
sor of American Literauture at
Gilbert Maxwell of Washington,
the plan, proposed and voted upon
Losing to the Seminole of the
Keuka College; Eunice Tietjens,
Ga., and Rollins College, for his
at the meeting, allowing the indeUniversity of Florida, the Tomoprofessor
of
literature
at
the
Uni.poem "To a Poet in Proud Shoi
pendent faction the privilege of
versity of Miami, and poet; Cloyd kan dropped to second place in the
Mr. Maxwell won not only
determining its own method of
Head, co-director of dramatics at annuals division.
first Allied Arts prize of $50,
electing
representatives
may,
Judging
the
newspapers
on
the University of Miami, and
his poem also took the Ponce
however, postpone the complete
comparative improvement from
Julia Peterkin, author.
Leon prize of $60. Other Ponce
setting up of the new council.
year to year, the St. Petersburg
His administrative staff will inde Leon winners included I
Junior College "Wooden Horse"
The assembly opened with an adclude himself as director. Miss
Doris Bingham, winter resident,
took first place.
This publicadress by Dr. Holt, approving the
Frances Grover, his daughter, as
whose poem, "To a New Hat"
'tion made the phenominal rise
new measure from the standpoint
registrar; Alison B. Stirling as
the second award.
from a small four-column paper,
of the administration and emphalibrarian, and Lawson Tate as diThe drama prizes, awarded by
to a seven column sheet of regular
sizing its progressive and benerector of recreation.
Miss Annie Russell, went to John
newspaper size. There were equal
ficial aspects. The proposal was
The
purpose
of
the
school,
Dr
Houston, of Winter Park, whose
improvements in make-up and
then read in its entirety to the
Grover announced, "is to provide headline styles.
one-act play, "A Strange Road"
student body by Dean Enyart,
graduate courses in the field of
took the first prize of $35, and to
secretary of the local circle, and
During the Saturday afternoon
English
that
will
meet
the
needi
Mrs.
Frances Kilroe, also of W
discussion was invited on the
session,
Andreas
D.
Bothe,
present
of teachers in high schools, nor
ter Park, who won the second
separate points during the readacting editor of the Sandspur,
mal
schools
and
colleges
seeking
prize of $15 for her one-act play,
ing. Present upon the platform
was
elected
president
of
the
professional advancement, as well
"She is Always Right." Honorto answer questions and to aid in
as those interested in the various Florida Intercollegiate Press Asable mention went to Maxeda Hess
clarifying the context of the plan
sociation, succeeding Devan Wilphases of creative writing."
and Marion Templeton, both of
were Robert Black, president of
So far as known. Dr. Grover liams of the University of Florida.
Rollins college.
0. D. K., Nancy Cushman, reprelieves, there is no other "spec- At this same time, at the Student
senting the Libra, D a v i d C.
The quill driver awards of $35
lized" summer school of English Government meeting, Jean Parker
Schrage, president of the old
and $15 each, went first to Miss
was chosen treasurer of the Florthe South.
student council and Dean AnderMaxeda Hess, for her short story,
ida Intercollegiate Student GovTwo buildings, a class room and ernment Association.
"Koodoo," and to Miss Frances
a dormitory, of the Lees-McRae
Perpente of Orlando, for her
An important intercollegiate arThe questions of independent
Junior College at Banners Elk
story, "The Key".
Honorable
rangement that was discussed and
representation and of qualificaTwo more debates are scheduled will be occupied by the Banners approved at the meeting was the
mention was made of stories from
tions for service on the council
Elk
School
of
English.
Officials
James Holden, of Rollins college; to take place on this campus. The
exchange of important news articonstituted the principle bones of
Mrs.
Blanche R. Martin, of Val- first one is with the University of of the Lees-McRae Junior College cles and mats between the various
contention in the discussion. The
rica, Fla.; Miss Patricia Guppy, of Mimai. Dave Bothe and Sterling wall maintain a summer staff to Florida colleges.
Through this
first provision was altered by
provide
eating
and
sleeping
accoRollins college; and Prof. Royal S. Olmsted will defend the negative
service, the members of the Floramendment, the second allowed to
of the Pi Kappa Delta question modations for the students of the ida Intercollegiate Press Associa- na G. Fuller LL.D.; and in the
France of the college faculty.
stand.
new summer school.
First Presbyterian church. Presition will have immediate access to
Jack Carter, of Rollins and Or- against the visiting team. The
Following the hour long debate,
The Banners Elk School of Eng- timely events on the neighbor dent Hamilton Holt.
lando, won the $50 music award closing debate of the y e a r individual ballots, calling for a
lish will be modeled after the fam- campi. Up to now such articles
At 12:30 p. m. services were
with his violin sonata, and a song, one which concludes Rollins' most
yes or no vote, were distributed
successful debating year—will be ous Breadloaf School of English could only be acquired through held in the park dedicating the
"The Mountain."
through the assembly. The final
with the Junior College of £ at Middlebury College with which the paper exchange, these com- marker. Invocation by the Rev.
Art awards, announced Friday
result was an overwhelming maDr. Grover was formerly associatMartin J. Bram; presentation by
Petersburg. In this debate Ma
(Continued on Page 3)
evening at the Rollins art studio,
jority in favor of adoption.
the Hon. T. W. Lawton, trustee of
ita Steuve and Sterling Olmsted ed as a guest lecturer.
Wednesday, May 1, 5:30
went to Miss Elisabet Richards,
Under this plan, i-epresentation
Rollins; unveiling by Mrs. L. P.
will take the affirmative of; "ReDr.
Grover
has
the
distinction
New Canaan, Conn., and Rollins
Roeseter G. Cole is shifted from classes to organHagen, regent of Sallie Harrison 1 Rhapsody
solved, That the Nations Should of being the first professor of
student, for her landscape in colJ. Jongen ized groups and each group is alchapter of the D. A. R.; accept- 2 Chant de May
Agree to Prevent the Internation- books in any American college or
or, and the best book on Interior
On the Trail
Ferde Grofe lowed only one representative on
ance by the Hon. T. L. Dumas of
al Shipment of Arms and Muni- university, a title he has held at
Decoration; Miss Wilda Schmidt,
the council. Provision is made
(from "Grand Canyon" suite
Sanford; greetings by President
tions". These debates will be held Rollins since 1926. He is a gradalso of Rollins, for the best landHamiltorf Holt; benediction by the 4 Four Indian Love Lyrics—Wood- against the monopolization of
in the speech studio the first on uate of Dartmouth and was a
scape in black and white; Miss
student
offices in a clause to the
forde-Finden,
The
Temple
Bells;
Rev. J. J. Kellaghan.
May 1, and the second on May 4. graduate student at Harvard and
(Continued on Page 3
Less than the Dust; Kashmiri effect that no officer can succeed
in Europe. For many years he
The luncheon sponsored by the
himself and no group can have
Song;
Till
I
Wake.
was actively engaged in the pubSeminole County Chamber o f
representation in the same office
lishing business, serving as assistCommerce was held at 1:15 p. m. 5 Overture, "Morning, Noon and
Seccion de Florida
The chief
Night
Von Suppe in successive years.
ant editor of Ginn and Company, Commemorates Lope de Vega in the Mayfair Hotel. At that
officer within the council, called
Claude
L.
Murphee,
organist
at
editor-in-chief of Rand, McNally
time the Hon. Edna G. Fuller,
the chairman, is to be elected by
and Co., editor and vice-president
Ann act
act from "La Do 'otea LL.D.
former student and trustee the University of Florida, will present the Vesper recital for May a three-fourths majority vote of
tinguished of Rollins, first woman member of
thing. He was careful to sel- of Atkinson, Mentzer and Grover, played by
On Easter Sunday Fleet Peeples
the group representatives.
8th.
L Ramirez the Florida legislature; and chairwas the able conductor of a fishing eet a oft spot close by the star- and president of the Prang Com- | Spanish artistspany.
man
of
the
Florida
Commissi(
Esperante, Modesto Mastrip to the snapper banks, a dis- board rail in c
of developments,
Winter I eda and Manuel Aparicio—featur- Social Legislation, addressed
During his residence
tance of twenty-four miles out at Chef Tietjens
ing his troutnumber ed the annual meeting of the Sec- group. There was also music by
sea from Coronado Beach. The stream jacket
Watt March- Park he has published
le name j cion de Florida which was held at the Rollins Student Trio.
party under Fleet's management man coming
to the boat of special editions under the
After this, all adjourned t<
Rollins College, as a part of the
were Dave Bothe, Brown Rain- dressed in a hhat and overcoat—he of "The Angel Alley Press",
water, Nelson Marshall, Billy believed
keeping warm if he was director of the Rollins Library international observance of the Winter Park and Organ Vesperi
three years and has been the 300th anniversary of the death of were held in the Chapel at four
Rothermel, Chef Tietjens, Jack had to E
back to shore. Fleet
o'clock. Walter Kimble was guest
By MAXEDA HESS
youth signals has slain his comParsons, Watt Marchman, Paul Peeples
his aquatic costume "publisher" of the Rollins Ani- Lope de Vega,
At the top of the emphatic pink rade on the high walls of Troy to
. Ney, Jack MacWatt, and the (not a bathing suit this time) mated Magazine ever since it was
Hon. Pable Ubarri, graduate of organist. His program consisted
broad-sheet distributed to t h e let down the rope and the lights
shrimp boat's crew. Captain Shep- Jack
MacWatt
outstandingly inaugurated nine years ago. Sev- the Universities of Salamanca and of:
herd and his first and second
Bach audience between plays the night dim and then lighten, bringing the
his Admiral cap and eral years ago the University of Madrid and Consul of the Span- 1 Toccata in D Minor
conferred upon him the ish Republic in Florida gave the 2 Symphony No. V
mates.
Widor of April 24, in the Annia Russell suggestion of dawn and death to
outfit—et cetera.
Torres Theatre, when the Laboratory the young Trojan waiting at the
It took about four hours of honorary degree of Doctor of chief address. He discussed in a 3 Communion
The college party left the cam
Theatre presented three one-act base of the walls where the army
scholarly way the great achieve- 4 Schergo, from Second
pus Saturday afternoon for tht steady sailing to reach the snap Literautre.
Sonata
Rogers dramas concerning war, patriot- of the Greeks is encamped, only
Banners Elk, the home of the ments of Lope de Vega and his
Pelican Inn, where they spent the per banks. If it were not for the
Goodwin ism, and politics, was to be found then do poetry and dramatic susfirst part of the night. At the Captain we would not have re- new summer school, is a tiny contribution to the world of the 5 The Fountain
At five o"clock another stone a German proverb which read as pense combine. Richard Shattuck
ungodly hour of 3:45 a. m. every- alized the propituous moment we mountain village 4,000 feet above drama.
The celebration began with a was added to our much treasured follows: "A great war leaves the was tht student director of "X
one was ai"Oused, fed a small arrived at the banks, as there was sea level. The nearest railroad
Walk
of Fame with the name of country with three armies: an ar- ~0" and acting with Seymour
point
is
Johnson
City,
Tenn.
By
meeting
of
the
Florida
chapter
of
nothing
resembling
banks
in
breakfast, and dispatched to the
Association
of Lucy Anna Cross inscribed upon my of cripples, an army of moum- Ballard the two Greek warriors.
shrimp boat dock to awaken the sight—only water. We took the auto, Banners Elk is three hours the American
Robert Warfield and Si Vario porCaptain's word for it that we had from Charlotte, Winston-Salem, or Teachers of Spanish which was es- it. This stone was presented by trs, and an army of thieves."
Captain at five o"clock.
Developing this thought further, trayed the young Trojan soldiers.
Asheville, N. C.
tablished by the Seccion de Florida the Orlando chapter of the D. A.
A descriptive artist might eas- arrived.
It is unfortunate and regretin the field of writing, a great war
last year. Professor J. D. Hay- R.
The anchor went over board and
ily give a remarkable picture of
leaves to the youth of the future table that the murder of the Greek
good of the University of Florida
the colorful gathering on the dock, everyone made ready to cast his
youth
by the Trojan should have
an inheritance of literature of pogave a stimulating lecture on
waiting for the word to board the baited line into the depths. Brown
etic illumination, such as John been ruined in effect by a stommethods of teaching modern lansea craft. Since unfortunately, I Rainwater, in his haste to start
achy groan issuing hollowly from
Drinkwater's
"X—0",
stark
realguages.
Plans
were
made
for
exam no descriptive artist, I can activities, promptly plunged in afAt a recent meeting of the Rol- tending the usefulness of this orism such as Marion Craig Went- some student in the audience. It
point out only the things that ter his line, clothes and all. Jack
lins Key Society voted to accept ganization.
worth's "War-Brides," and briPi- is very different to jeer at the
stand out prominently in my mem- Parsons, that veteran of a fisherfive students into its membership
ant
satire such as "Blocks" from talkies, there the actors cannot
The Woman's Association of
At noon a picnic luncheon was
ory. Dave Bothe in his outfit of man, forgot to tie his line to some
hear nor care, but in the Annie
during the current term. These enjoyed on the lake shore campus Rollins will hold its last meeting the pen of Molly Day Thatcher.
eye shades, Rollins sweater and stable part of the boat^—hence, it
students were selected on a basis of Rollins College.
of
the
year
with
a
luncheon
in
the
This play of Drinkwater's " X ^ Russell Theatre they not only
Watt Marchex-white trousers . . . Brown went overboard.
hear it, but they suffer acutely
of scholarship over a period of a t
A brief business section of the College Commons this Saturday, 0", the first to be present.^d WedRainwater, armed to the teeth, man, who was anxiously fishing
least two years, and upon extra- Seccion preceded the formal pro- May 4, at 1:15 p. m.
nesday evening, would, in the from such discourtesies. Wit, a t
ready to turn the fishing trip into on the port side thought he had a
the expense and suffering of somecurricular activities in which they gram. This included a vote to reDr. Evelyn Newman will be in lind 1 ^ the ]
, be 1
a hunting expedition on short huge shark, but on dragging the
have taken part. The new mem- quest the Swedish Academy to the chair and as this is the last cessful as a reading-play than as one else, no longer deserves the
line
in
found
he
had
hooped
Parnotice . . . he brought all his arname of wit, but that of cruelty.
bers are Nancy Cushman, Olcott award the 1935 Nobel Prize in meeting of the year, when plans
a acting-play. The lines held
senal along. Nelson Marshall, who, son's line. The small bass were
If a student utterly lacks appreDeming, Jane Leroy, Richard Literature to Miguel de Unemuno. for next year will be discussed, it
uch of poetic beauty, but little of
on seeing the sanitary condition of annoying as they got in the way
ciation, one should think he would
Shattuck, and Agatha Townsend. Through the generosity of Mrs. is hoped that tht full membership dramatic content.
Only
at
tht
the shrimp boat, turned a faded of bigger and better fish, taking
(Continued on page 3)
Initiation will be held on Wednescan be present.
finish of the play when the Trojan
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued OH Page 3)
green about the mouth, but said
day evening.

Debate Schedule To
Conclude This Week

ORGAN
VESPERS

OBSERVEO HERE

STUDENTS BRAVE BRINY
DEEP IN DARING VENTURE

ANTI-WAR PLAYS WELL
PRESENTED BY LAB THEATRE

Key Society to
Hold Initiation

Luncheon to Be
Held in Commons

TWO

THE

P U B L I S H E D W E E K L Y BY U N D E R GRADUATE STUDENTS OF
ROLLINS
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL

Unassuming
yet mighty,
shar-p and
pointed, well-rounded yet many sided, asliduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in
(ingle combat and therefore without a feer,
wonderfully
attractive and extensive in
circulation-, all. these will be found
ufon
investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

Member Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
TELEPHONE

187

Park, Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
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EDITORIAL STAFF
EDITOR

_... Gordon Jones

Acting Editor
Business Mgr
Adv. Commissioner

A. D. Bothe
Bonar Collinson
H. P. Abbott

ASSISTING STAFF
NEWS
DRAMA
SOCIETY
EXCHANGE
PROOF

Jean Parker
Maxeda Hess
Leah Jeanne Bartlett
Betty Trevor
Gordon Spence
ASSISTANTS
Mary Peck, Jane Sensenbrenner, Seymour
Ballard, Bob Van Beynum, Nan Poeller.
Ann Grande, Barbara Connor.
REPORTERS:
rack Barrington, John Bills, Louise Bradford, Bob Black, Arthur Dear, Olcott Deming, Marlen Eldredge, Bunny Harris, Nan
Poeller, Elisabeth Richards, Isabelle Rogers,
•Emily Showalter, Howard Showalter, Bill
Woodhull, George Young.

BUSINESS STAFF

business went bankrupt, families
were evicted from home and land.
Millions of young men were without
a job and millions of young women
were without a chance of marriage
because of that . . ."
Though the appearance of the
facts may at first seem slightly exaggerated, the security underlying
existing conditions is indeed flimsy.
Young men of 1935 have small
chance of finding a job, of earning a
salary, or of marrying. Certainly
the average college graduate of today considers himself extremely fortunate if he can find a job. not doing
government relief work, and not
through a friend or relative, but a
job, obtained unaided in his chosen
line of work. There is no longer
any "chosen line". Today one takes
what one can get and learns to like
it, or at least to put up with it.
The group of ten at Northwestern
is tired of the depression, of war
talk, of government expense, of the
party system. "We pay more for politics than any other nation and we
still have one of the most inefficient
political systems . . . Graft, corruption, incompetency, negligence—why
do these 20,000,000 young Americans
put up with it? Principally because
the whole social structure has been
erected to insure the domination of
age over youth. It is when the
youth of a cou.ntry becomes conscious of the ineffectiveness of their
elders that the lid is blown off with
the force of a full-grown YOUTH
MOVEMENT!"
Ordinarily patriotic crusades, warprevention leagues, liberty leagues,
and their like have their limitations
with thinking people and are soon
sublimated to an unimportant status.
A youth movement, however, carried
on in the best interests of all, spirited by the enthusiasm, vitality, and
life of an organized group seeking
improvement, can be effective and
powerful.
It is a worthwhile measure. It deserves support. It will
require time and cooperation for full
maturity. But given the necessary
adolesence and whole-hearted growth
it may make the Elephant, the Mule,
the Brain Trust, the Share-thewealthers, and the priest's pied pipers all listen to reason. It has taken
a solid stand against war, facism,
communism, and the old-age pension
plan, and it may keep America away
from these menaces. Youth all over
the country will soon be given a
chance to join. It is the first wellorganized plan which has come to
the youthful voters nationally, and
it should receive the support and approval of every young man in the
United States.
R. T. C.

CIRCULATION
Joseph Jardine
ADVERTISING
Jack MacWatt
John Bullock, Robert Stanley, Norris Clark
Unsigned editorials in these columns are exfressions of the ofinion of
the fublication;
all others must be
accefted as indicative only of ihe sentiments of those writers to whom they
are credited by signature of name or
initial.

The Challenge to Youth
Word has been received that a
group of ten young men at Northwestern University have started a
youth movement for improved politics, dependable governmental legislators and administrators, and a better America. The organization is
called the Non-Partisan League for
Youthful "Voters. Though only started a short time ago, the movement
will have approximately 100,000
members early in May. The challenge was opened by the following
paragraph:
"If a squadron of enemy airplanes
were to drop bombs on New York,
Chicago, or San Francisco, killing a
few thousand innocent civilians, you
would see Congress demanding a war
appropriation of five billion dollars
just as an ante in the martial jackpot. It would be War, and every
man, woman and child in America
would under stand it!"
From the above plea and from
any general consensus of opinion one
could gather, it is clearly obvious
that young men the nation over are
going to fight the threat hanging
over the country. The present challenge goes even deeper, however. The
group beheves that conditions, not
only in regard to the war danger,
but in politics, finance, and government generally, are far from what
they should be.
"We are at war right now. We
are going through a revolution this
very minute. Consider the facts;
nearly two hundred billion dollars of
American wealth was destroyed during the great depression and the national income shrank to less than
half before the American people hit
back with strident emergency relief
devices in the New Deal. Unemployment figures went from two million
to fourteen million... Banks failed,
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us it is over and we really know nothing about it.
We, here at school, limit our interests to school activities, we seldom know anything that goes on in
the outside world, we have not read
any recent books. Yet soon we will
have finished college and will be out
in the world, and there will be a
blank in our lives—four years in
which we know of none of the things
that have happened. We have been
too busy learning what happened
centuries ago to keep up with the
history in the making, with the
things which will effect the course of
our lives.

It is altogether reasonable to expect students to act in a university
dining hall as they would in their
own dining room at home. And it
could hardly be said of anyone
among us that he was accustomed
to throwing bread at his own table.
Nor more, could it be said that any
student would make a conspicuous
racket at home when visitors are
present in his dining room. Does it
mean that these students have not
had proper training in manners at
home?—The Hornet.

ASermon in aSentence
By Dean Charles A. Campbell
It is more important to makee up
your mind than to "make up" your
face; however, many faces do need
attention!

BY OTHER EDITORS

Do we play the game? Do we
abide by all the rules? Are we fair
with ourselves? Or do we cheat on
ourselves when perhaps we think
that no one is looking? That no one
will never know?
There are many many ways in
which we deny ourselves the things
that are ours, in which we ignore
the opportunities placed before us.
One of the greatest of these faults
is the way in which we limit ourselves and do not give our minds a
chance to develop, nor our outlook to
broaden itself. We do not use the
facilities which we have.
You have often heard a person
say "Oh, I hope that he does not
come. Of course, he is a brilliant
man, but he can not talk about anything except his one subject. He
never reads on anything except that
one topic, and consequently, he
makes a most boring dinner-partner.
Unless you say something about
Egyptian mummies, he does not even
listen to you, and you have to listen
to him rave on and on about this.
He is worse than Rip Van Winkle—
why does he not wake up and realize
that things are happening in the
world today?"
Mr. Mclntyre in his daily column
New York Day by Day, recently told
of an incident which occurred at a
banquet. He said that he was placed
beside a woman who boasted that
she had not read a newspaper in fifteen years—not even the headlines.
And the way in which Mr. Mclntyre
spoke of her was enough to make
anyone try to keep up with current
events.
It is not such a pleasant feeling to
go to a picture show and in the Pathe
News see events which have already
happened which we had not even
heard of. We may have heard someone mention a disturbance in China,
or a great disaster somewhere, but
by the time the news-pictures get to

Little boy falling off roof: "Oh
God save me! Oh, that's all right
now, God, I've caught on a nail."—
Bethamy Collegian.
Ohio Pi Kappa Alphas don't
fool around. Three of them recently tarred and feathered an insurance salesman because he allegedly published some articles
about them that they didn't like.
There must have been a bit of the
blood-curdling in the Pi.K.A.'s, because they picked a cemetery in
which to apply the sticky stuff.—
Daily Trojan.

Conduct
Quite a bit has been said in the
past about student conduct in the
dining hall. It hardly seems necessary that any comment should have
to be made concerning such a matter, but due to the fraility of humans, students sometimes stray
from accepted good taste in manners
and often betray their true merits
as gentlemen.

Do you recall the refrain of an old
song, "We don't know where we're
going, but we're on the way"? It is
to be feared that a good many people
consciously or unconsciously, are
joining in the general chorus.

XcHAxNGES
New York students have invented a new method of, shall we
say, giving themselves informatory assistance in tests. They
write notes on spectacles in grapefruit juice. When the spectacles
are breathed upon, the notes are
easily read. Maybe we shouldn't
have mentioned this! — Northwest
Viking.

We must not limit our intesests to
our immediate group and surroundings, but we must "keep up". If we
do not have time to read the papers
every day, at least we should try to
form the habit of scanning the headlines. For our own sakes we must
do this, otherwise we are cheating
ourselves.—The Periscope.

What I mean is that the element
of decision is essential to a well ordered life.

Are We Cheating
Ourselves?

[HOW IT B E G A N

At the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland, women not only have to
pay their own carfare home "after the ball—or show, as the case
By M. J. Davis
may be—is over," but have to buy
their own theatre tickets as well.
And a good time was had by all!
In response to the thousands of however, apparently shook enough
—Northwest Viking.
letters, 'phone calls, and personal hands to get himself elected head
threats which we have been receiv- of the Press Union for next year,
And did you know that at the
ing daily, your local correspond- though if this were merely a kindent has most ill-naturedly consent- ly retributory gesture on the part University of Kentucky that cheer
leaders
have to take a six-weeks
ed to leave our blissfully lethar- of the Convention, a sort of comgic state to return the old nose to pensation for losing the newspap- course in training before being althe grindstone once more. Lots er contest, we still maintain that lowed to try out for the job?—
of folks inform us that since our Rollins got the worst end of the Northwest Viking.
absence they've given up reading deal!
Still, genius is seldom
Whittier. College (Whittier, Calthe Sandspur. Well, We've been recognized in one's own home
ifornia) has recently conferred
sitting back, happily, waiting for town.
upon comedian Joe E. Brown, a
it to go out of existence. But as
Seriously speaking, though, in degree of "Doctor of Mirth".—
the old adage has it, no one is as
indispensible as he believes him- our humble opinion (and you may Ring-Tum Phi.
take
it for what it's worth) this
self to be. However, we have been
It took the Elephant about a
told that our column does help to celebration business has gone well
alleviate some of the pain in read- past the stage where fun is fun. dozen years to prepare the couning this sheet, making this a sort It's getting so you can't cross try for a swell depression—and
of anaesthetic—a drug on the mar- campus without running into a they expect the Jackass to remedy
student procession solemnly mar- the situation in two 365-day perket, so to speak.
ching off to Orange City or Fort iods.—Loyolan, Los Angeles.
Nor did we want to create the Christmas to plant a marker or
impression that we had been unveil a tablet. Hitler's Marching
throttled by the Administration. Youth hasn't got a thing on us.
As a matter of fact, the Trustees You can't even sit down on an old
had a meeting and decided that if rock or a tree stump for a moment
we weren't satisfied with the way to enjoy the beauties of nature or
they were running things, that something, without having some
they would resign. (Well, we're legend like "Rollins Semi-Centenere's a mark to shoot at. Stastill waiting.
Crowning blow, nial Celebration" or "Site of
however, was some sympathetic First Meeting of Creek Indians to tistics compiled at the University
friend's suggestion that perhaps establish Walk of Fame" tastily of Michigan show that students
Toy might rent us his space for a engraved across one's posterior spend $1,418 for beer each week.
Still in the classification of bevnominal sum!
regions.
erages, coffee was second with ^
While we're about it, we supSome folks are inclined to sigh total of $914, and coca cola third,
pose we might say a few things
wearily and remark that "Well, $437.—Daily Trojan.
about "Rat Peeps", despite the
thank Heaven, it's over for anothfact that ordinarily Mr. Dear's
The students' bar association of
er fifty years"—But—don't be too
puerile rantings do not effect us
Ohio State University offers free
sure some of you morons
in any way, shape, manner or
still be here for the Hundredth legal aid to any students involved
form. However, out attention was
in a scrape with the law.—RingAnniversary Festivities!
called to the clear and simple
Tum-Phi.
Unfortunately ( ? ) we mi
analysis of the now-dead political situation which he so kindly the Student Plays last week,
reviewed for the benefit of bis our reflections on the subject
readers last week.
Besides re wholly those gained from a quiet
hashing issues which are as time investigation of numerous reacly as last season's Easter bonnet, tions on the subject are wholly
(Continued from Page 1)
Toy has waded out into what may those gained from a quiet invesprove very troublesome waters. It tigation of numerous reactions we
bumped into fleeting around cam- Sanford Bissell it was decided to
does little good to remind thi
jority of the election winners that pus. The one-act drama entitled create an annual Cervantes Award
they climbed on the political band " X = 0 " seems to have been ap- and to present a gold medal to
wagon nor the losers that they propriately named, and should that Floridian who has made the
were too weak and disorganized to have been combined with t h t other greatest achievement in carrying
be effectual. Putting your finge: two, reading "Blocks Equals No- out the ideals of the Instituto de
in the machine to find out what thing" and "War Brides Equals Ies Espanas.
Nothing". Like all propaganda
Professor A. J. Hanna of Rolmakes the wheels go 'round
projects, however, the plays did lins, president of the Seccion de
awfully good business.
not fail to accomplish something. Florida, introduced Hon. Emilio
Whether Omicron Delta Kappa If not so fortunate as to material- Carles, Spanish Consul of Jackpurposely set out to doublecro;
ly aid in abolishing all future sonville who acted as chairman of
Toy or not, they certainly pulled wars, last week's plays may be a the day. A graduate of the Unia dirty trick by changing the Con- big step toward abolishing all versity of Barcelona, Mr. Carles
stitution when they did. Why be- future student productions!
was very happy in his explanation
fore you could say "Jack RobinDon't forget the concert by the of the purpose of the Instituto de
son", recite the Declaration of Inlas
Espanas and in announcing the
Rollins Octette this Friday night
dependence, and the Constitution
at the Annie RusseU. Dot Smith value of the Revista Hispanica
of the U. S. backwards and forand Charlie Clawson intend to Moderna.
wards, the Student Body found itHon. Pablo Ubarri was elected
go to town with two pianos on
self all togged out in a brand-new
Gershwin*s "Rhapsody in Blue". Honorary President, Professor A.
bulletproof constitution for Easter.
And, say, if you think your cousin J. Hanna, President, and Hon. AnAs usual, and despite the fact
Luella from Peoria is funny look- tonio Florez, vice-president. Other
that the stage was all cluttered
ing, wait till you see Billy Page members of the board of directors
up with administrative dignitaries,
in "Rigoletto". Don't wear any were selected as follows: Emilio
the presiding officers- had one awcheap wrist watches; you'll have Carles, Professor F. M. de Gaetful time to keep the meeting clean.
ani. University of Florida; Victhem stopped.
From whence comes all this emtoriano Manteiga, editor, "La Gaphasis on Sex by the Lower Diceta", Tampa; Miss Margaret and
Miss Celestina McKay, Tampa,
As a matter of fact, if the adgrand-daughters of Gavino Gutivocates of the new regime had
errez, founder of the Spanish colmerely promised that their novel
ony in Tampa; T. Rogero Mickler,
system would do away with all
former mayor of St. Augustine;
semicentennial celebrations, w e
The Sorosis meeting Tuesday Dr. J. A. Robertson, Stetson Unifeel certain the motion would have was in charge of the literary versity and editor of the Hispanic
been passed amid wild applause.
committee, with Mrs. Cushman American Historical Review; Mrs.
J. Simpson Reese, Pensacola; Dr.
As for the new Constitution it- Radebaugh as chairman.
self, as Kipling said:
The speaker for the day was A. R. Seymour, Florida State Col"As it was in the beginning
Gilbert Maxwell of Rollins Col- lege for Women; Mrs. Mary NuIs today official sinning
lege. One of the better young po- nez Ten Eick, Hollywood; Eliseo
And shall be for evermore."
ets of the country.
His book, Perez, editor, "La Prensa", TamWe note with pardonable pride Look to the Lightning" has won pa; Miss Leone Rood, St. Augusthat Andreas Bothe, local journal- much acclaim from the critics. Be- tine; Celestino G. Vega, Jr., Tamistic endevour, took the Sandspur ides his book, many of his poems pa; Professor Harold Ballou, dito Gainsville for the annual Press have been published in nationally rector of research in the Key
West Administration; Mrs. SanConvention, where said publica- recognized magazines.
He has
tion did not finish first, (Due, no a deep appreciation and the abil- ford Bissell, Winter Park; and
doubt, to jealousy ond prejudice ity for the portrayal of the Mrs. C. F. Mather-Smith, Oakland.
On the part of the judges). Bothe, southern scene.
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Lope de Vega

It is easy to drift with the aimless
crowd without the slightest idea as
to its destination. A normal man
prefers to swim than to float with
the tide.
We can not always choose as we
would. We can not choose the color
of our eyes, but we can determine
what we want to see.
We may not choose the house in
which we live, but we can determine
the quality of our life inside the
house.
Our Hves are largely in our own
hands, to throw them away on inconsequential ends or to invest them in
vital enterprises. No rational being
actually believes that he is but a
helpless puppet dancing to the music
of other wills.
Fate is a mere figure of speech to
a man who can exercise his will, but
frequently a backbone is only a loose
collection of vertebrae tied to a
couple of useless ribs.
Some folks say, "What can not be
cured must be endured"; others, possessing grit and grace assert that,
"What can not be endured must be
cured".
Do not blame your environment
for your own failure. Adverse circumstances create great lives if you
have heroic stuff with which to respond.
If you are in doubt, remember
this: one can often see farther when
on his knees than when on his feet.

Maxwell Speaks at
Sorosis Meeting

THE ROLLINS

Conservatory To
Present Series Of
Student Recitals

Sleigh (Kountz), Flame (Wolf),
by Helen Welch, soprano.
Sonata in D Major (Handel),
Adagio, Allegro, Larghetto, Allegro, by William Vosburgh, violinist.
Edward Ballad (Brohms), Romance (Schumann), Danse Rituelle du Feu (de Falla), by Charles
Clawson, pianist.
The Eollins College Conservatory of Music will present a student recital Thursday evening.
May 2, at 8:15 o'clock at the Woman's Club, Winter Park.
The program will be as follows:
Where'er you walk, from "Semele" (Handel), Passing By (Purcell), Le Reve, from "Manon"
(Massenet) sung by John Beaufort, tenor.
Concerto in E Minor (Nardini),
Allegro: Moderato; Andante: Cantabile; Allegretto: Giocoso; played by Ruth Melcher, violinist.
French Suite, E flat Major
(Bach), Courante, Minuet, Aria,
Gigue; Whims (Schumann); Valse
Impromptu, (Liszt); by Eleanor

Venture
(Continued from Page 1)

our bait as fast as it was thrown
overboard. About forty or more
were caught in about a half hour,
and that's no fish story. The real
honor of the day goes to Fleet, for
he caught the largest and only red
snapper hooked on the entire
trip.
The amateur fishermen constituted a beautiful picture as they
played with their lines. All were
leaning over the boat's sides dropping lines and pulling them in.
Dave Bothe felt safe in sitting
down with his feet tucked under
him and fished in that position.
At intervals he registered strikes
by a hard heave on the line, and
at still longer intervals he hauled
in a fish or two. He had to discontinue fishing as the fish became
too clever at taking his bait without proper returns.
The sea grew rougher and
rougher. The boat plunged and
tossed.
Nelson Marshall a n d
Jack MacWatt became sicker and
icker. The sky would not stay in
>ne place.
On the horizon a
three mast schooner hove into
view. Soon after, because of the
high winds, the scooner drew in its
sails and rode the waves. Captain Shepherd and his mates held
a conference and it was decided to
head for the short. Lines were
hauled in, the boat motor started,
raindrops fell, and the homeward
trek over tossing sea was started.
Highlights of the trip from the
log: "Ask Jack Parsons about
the sensations one gets on riding
the top of the mast in a heavy
"FLOATING UNIVERSITY wind. Billy Rothermel, not conCRUISE
tent with catching the most fish,
During July and August to the tried hooking himself in the leg.
Result: a painful operation, Fleet
Peeples, surgeon. Paul Ney provHere is the ideal trip for students—a ed his salt by concealing his feelsplendid opportunity to derive the ings. Brown Rainwater did not
greatest benefits from your summer qualify as a fisherman as he
vacation and enjoya wonderful travel caught nothing. He was good at
adventure. Visit HgyptjtheHolyLand,
Russia—l7countries and islands in the shooting, though—he always man"cradle of civiIization"with the lux- aged to hit the ocean. Four of the
urious tropical cruiser S.S. SLAMAT
as your floating campus. Return on
the magnificent S.S. BERENGARIA.

The Eollins College
^xy of Music will present a stuient recital Tuesday
evening,
Uay seventh, at 8:15 o'cleck at
j,e Woman's Club, Winter Park.
The program will be as follows:
Variations in C Minor (BeeIhoven) by Charles Clawson, piinist.
Sonata in A Major (Brahms),
^legro amabile — Andante tranluillo: Vivace — Allegretto grazi)S0, by Martha Marsh, violinist.
Vainement, ma bien aimee, from
'U Eoi D'Ys" (Lalo), A Disson,jce (Borodine), Jean (Spross),
jy Law Mallard, tenor.
praeludium in A flat (Bach),
Voiles (Debussy), Etude de Con•ert (Liszt), by Lillias Parker,
lianist.
Loure (Bach), Eondino (Beehoven-Kreisler) by Herbert Smith
riolinist.
Caprice, No. 13 (Paganini, by
Un bel di Vedremo, from "Ma- Adeline Iteaacson, violinist.
ime Butterfly" (Puccini), The
Amour, viens aider, from "Samson and Dalila" (Saint-Saens),
Es Muss ein Wunderbares sein
(Liszt), A Little Brown Owl
(Buzzi-Peccia), The Answer (Terry), sung by Hazel Bowen, conHairdresser
tralto.
9 Washington Arcade
Sonata, Op. 31, No. 1 (Beethoven), Largo: Allegro, Adagio, Allegretto, by Opal Peters, pianist.
Marguerite (Eachmaninoif-Kreisler), La Gitana (Kreisler), by
Elgin—Hamilton
Claudelle McCrary, violinist.
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Phi Delt Delegation
Attends Province
Convention in Athens
Jerry Collinson, Charles Allen,
and Herbert Gardner returned
Monday from Athens, Georgia,
where they attended the Phi Delta
Theta Province Convention.
The province conventions are
held annually, with one representative and one alternate delegate
and as many extra members as
wish to go. Only the representative and alternate delegates may
vote, however.
Each chapter is assigned one
problem on which they must talk
for a certain length of time. The
one assigned to the Rollins chapter was "House Discipline". Frank
Wright, province president and
publicity manager of the University of Florida, presided at the
meeting.
Only chapters from
Florida and Georgia are included
in this province.

Allied Arts
(Continued from Page 4)
Helen Jackson, of Rollins and
Swarthmore, Pa., for the best portrait in color; Miss Mary Meekerson, of Rollins and Orlando, for
the best portrait in black and
white; Miss Helen Love, of thi
Orlando Senior high school, for
the best design; Miss Blanche
Georgiene Fishback, of Orlando
and Rollins, for the best still life
Eugene Townsend, of Orlando and
Rollins, for the best sculpt'
Miss Dorothy Lou Goeller, of Rollins and New York City, for the
best original sculpture; Miss Ann
Clark of Culpepper, Va., and Miss
Carolyn Veeder of Winetka, 111.,
for the best books in art apprecia; Miss Patricia Guppy, of Rollins and Port of Spain, Trinidad
for the best stage costume design;
and Miss Gulielma Daves of Rol
and St. Petersburg, for the
best stage setting.
fishermen began pulling in their
lines at once, each trying to get
his fish into the boat first. You
imagine their disappointment
when only entangled lines wen
vn in. Ask Jack Parsons if hi
likes Wild West stories."
A fishy supper was prepared at
the Pelican on the adventurers' re
turn, including proper refresh'
ents.

Play Review
(Continued from Page 1)
not care to advertise the fact. It
is his defect, no one else loses as
much as he in the long run. But
one can only hope and trust, being
mean, that at some time in his
life when he is seriously trying to
create beauty for the enjoyment
of others, that this student may be
held up to his own brand of ridicule by some ignoramus of his
own specie.
"Ridicule is the
criticism of a fool-"
"War Brides," however, was the
play which suffered the most
at
the hands of the student audience
and the fault was not with the
audience in this instance, but with
the play. The direction of this
realistic anti-war play was technicallyi very well done. Grouping,
color, costumes, tempo, etc., wore
more than moderately. Good. The
explanation of the play's ooor reception lies in the unhappy casting of Mortimer Lichtenstein as
Hertz. "War Brides," before any
presentation before a 1935 student
audience, should have been gone
over with a fine-tooth comb to
eliminate those lines which might
have been heart-rending realism in
1914, but are nothing more or less
than comedy today. The audience
could not be blamed for howling
with laughter to the discomfort of
th* student-actors. The play asked for it. Eleanor White, student
director of "War Brides," may be
justly proud of her one-act from
the technical angle. To Catherine
Bailey who portrayed Hedvig goes
the appreciation of the entire audience for a job well done. She
played* with a dramatic earnestness and sincerity unusual in one
so young. Betty Wyner likewise
gave a good performance as the
old peasant mother. I t was a joy
to see a student actor give, at
last, a performance of an aged
characterization. The rest of the
cast included Peggy Bashford as
Amtlia, Berto Warren as Hoffmann, Peggy Jenison as Minna,
Arno, Bill Davis and Mia Rutz,
Nancy Cushman, Elfreda Winant,
and Virginia Holm as peasant
women.

Satire fits the age. "Blocks"
simply captivated and stimulated
every member of the audience.
Clever, yet with excellent thought
behind it, s u b t l e , humorous,
"Blocks" proved tht hit of the
program. It is the contention of
the reviewer that more may be
accomplished
through satire and
jston (UP)—Joseph Bedugnis,
28-year-old fisherman, had on* irony than any near-great realism
or
abstract
poetics.
When any
fear when he was sentenced to sii
ths in the House of Correc playwright can get his public to
tion. He feared he'd get soft, s( laugh at itself with him, before
had his sentence changed to hard they stop chuckling he"s taught
them something of value before
labor.
they are aware of it. Irony is
humor pickled in the brine of disillusion, and satire is applied
"Beauty is a Duty"
irony.
Charles Clawson played the
Green Politician with a relish

EDA'S
BEAUTY SHOP

only equalled by his audience.
Berto Warren was most successful in his portrayal of the Green
Man. He lumbered brutally about
the stage to the hectic urgings of
the Green Politician. Si Vario as
the Tan Worker and Don Bond a=
the Tan Man or Politician were
equally good in their roles. Theodore Ehrlich, student director of
"Blocks", should take great credit to himself for choice of vehicle.
In "Blocks" the reviewer suspected tht clever and subtle hand
of Katherine Ewing, talented and
able young assistant director in
the dramatic department. Moments in the play were quite
Ewingtsque.
The entire program was a most
interesting experiment in the
varieties of the treatment of one
thought in tht theatre—anti-war.
It was not propaganda, however,
as some mud-heads obstinately
believed. Although the color of
one of the broad-sheets was that
of a parlor-communist, it tried to
reform no militarists, annoy no
straddlers, bore no grave-walkers,
please no pacifists. The three anti-war plays were proffered on
the platter of courteous interest,
any propagandistic gravy must
have been supplied by the audience.

Press Convention
(Continued from Page 1)
ing too late to be of any real
value.
The delegates^ attended and participated in discussions on student
government and press problems
that were conducted during the
two days that convention was in
session. Inspiring talks on timely
and pressing problems of the day
were given by qualified authorities. The address, "Youth and
Crime," by Mr. Chapman, Warden of the Florida State Penitentiary, stood out in its message to
the delegates that were gathered
in the banquet hall.
Official delegates from Rollins
included, for the press: James
Holden, John Bills, James Tuverson, Jean Parker, and A. D. Bothe;
foi< the student government, Janet
Murphy and Siley Vario.

Phi Beta Honorary
Initiates Five
Theta chapter of Phi Beta takes
pleasure in announcing the initiation of the following on Sunday,
April 28, at the home of Mrs.
George Coffin Warner on Interlachen: Eleanor Sheetz, Bradenton,
Fla., Frances Hyer, Tampa, Fla.,
Dorothy Manwaring, Germantown,
Pa., Gulielma Daves, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Catharine Bailey,
Elmsford, N. Y., and Eleanor
Reece, Cleveland, Ohio. The honor initiate was Miss Audrey Packham who was initiated as an Associate Member,

DEi MCAFEE
"Student Life in the Latin
Quarter" Topic of Address
Mrs. F. E. McAfee, for four
years one of the Deans of the Sorbonne in Paris, gave the
at the Knowles Memorial Chapel
last Sunday morning. Her subject was "Student Life in the
Latin Quarter".
"I come to share with you another college life, no less interesting, but different," began Mrs.
McAfee.
40,000 students,
of
whom 8,000 are American and 8,000 English attend the Sorbonne,
a university founded in the twelfth centure by Robert de la Sorbonne. The price of education
there is quite inexpensive as it
is a state university but truly we
are not so much in need here as
the the young people in Europe.
Mrs. McAfee told the stories of
two students with whom she had
been in contact and their need for
comfort, spiritually as well as
physically. "Our problem is how to
make our lives potent, to make
them radiate power," she said.
There is the same camaraderie
in students: they are courageous,
frank, very much in the know of
what is going on in the world, and
willing to help. I feel great confidence that the next generation
will be given grace and education
to muddle less than my generation
has done.
There is too much intellect in
France and too little study of
handcrafts. So few students have
positions assured them after college. How well off you are here
to have a good home, food, and
education.
"I think," concluded Mrs. McAfee, "that the final solution is
spiritual. You can add and subtract if you have a common denominator. Even the international situation must be reduced to a
spiritual basis and then we can
add and subtract correctly."
Richard Shattuck led the Invocation, Kathleen Shepherd read
the Litany of Gudance, Gilbert
Maxwell and Ruth Dawson gave
the Old and New Testament Lessons, and the choir sang the anthem, "Lord, make me to know"
from the "Requiem" of Brahms
with William Mosteller, baritone,
soloist.
The Alpha Phi international
fraternity announces the installation of a new chapter, Beta Nu, at
Duke University, North Carolina,
on May 10, 1935.
Mrs. J. S, Clark of Bloomington, 111., has been visiting her
daughter, Betty, for several weeks.
Carol Williams spent the week
end in Miami visiting her family.
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Coming Events Cast Shadows.

STEVENS

Let Our Mechanics
Look For These Signs.

Andy's Garage
266 Church Street

You will want
a new

. . . We Repair . . .
AU Makes of
Automobiles

JAYSON

'Jantzen"
or the Water
Meet

i.95 - $5.95

T H E R, F. LEEDY CO.

Gloria Hat Shoppe
Reduced prices on all Felts,
Straws, and Fabrics.
Cleaning and Reblocking
2 Washington S t Arcade
Orlando

Electric

CHEZ MAURICE
NOW, AS BEFORE, SERVING AT
29 EAST PINT ST., ORLANDO

With the Jayson No Starch,
No Wilt Collar Attached. Other
features: No Wrinkle, No Blister, No Curl, No Crush, No
Stiffness, No Stays, No Shrinkage. The nine point shirt that
offers more comfort, style, fit
and wear. Only . . .

$1.95

Fans

$1.39

Watch for our opening at new address.

T h e Miracle Shirt

BENNETT'S
Electric Shop

Y O W E LLDREW CO.

IJm uou/i \fV:X ^nkSA\A

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
C6)iv»tgliH935,
E ' ^ « Anrd^Oft t0fatt(<Ci> CtM«^Afty

French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

Orlando—3176
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TUNE IN -Luckies are on the air Saturday!, with THE HIT PARADE, over NBC Network 8 to 9 p. m. E. D. S.T.

FOUR

THE

BASEBALL lEAM
LEAVES ON lOUB
Play Ala. Teachers Today
Millsaps, Friday, Saturday

VARSITY BASEBALL AVERAGES
Levy
6 21 1 11 .524 43 3 1
Little
5
7 0 3 .428
1 0
0
Murray
6 22 3 7 .318 36 6 0
Washington .-.. 6 21 1 6 .286
9 0 1
Miller
4 15 3 4 .266 13 1 1
Chakales
6 23 5 6 .330 26 9 4
Carretta
5
4 0 1 .250
0 0 0
Brady
4
8 1 2
.250
1 1 1
Prentice
- . 6 20 3 4 .200 12 9 2
Mobley
6 17 2 2 .118
3 4 0
Winant
6 17 1 2 .118
1 2
1
Kirby
6 18 1 1 .056
9 9 5
Rogers
.-... 3
1 0
0 .000
2 1 0
Totals . - - .
6 194 21 49 .248 156 45 16
(Includes games of Saturday, April 27.)

.978
1.000
1.000
.900
.933
.897
.000
.667
.913
1.000
.750
.782
1.000
.921

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Baseball Team Trounces
Florida In Two Games
Mobley Hurler In
Opener; Pitches
Tars to 5-3 Win

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Brady Lets Down
Gators with Six
Hits on Saturday

Rollins' baseball team chalked up two more victories in
taking both ends of a two-game series from Florida last
The Eollins baseball team left
week. Last year the Tars won from the Gators in baseball
Monday for its annual spring
foi' the first time in sixteen years, and we are informed by
Robbed of a shut-out by ChakLast Saturday Roll
took
tour through the South. The Tars
the University j a- local Sports writer that Rollins has beaten Florida more
ales' bad error in the first, Jim second game fn
will meet two teams in two twody on the'ii^ baseball the last twelve months than during the previous
Mobley held the Florida ball club of Florida witl
game series during the week's
to three runs in last Friday' mound for the home club and ' twenty years. The credit goes largely to Jack IMacDowall
journey which will take them to
game at Harper-Shepherd field Bostwick hurling for the visitors who has turned out a lively, "on-its-toes" ball club which is
Troy, Alabama, and to Jackson,
while his teammates knocked out and a close score of 2-1. It was a the kind that wins games. Only three men of the outfit
Mississippi.
ten hits to win 5-3 in the first close game from the beginning to which faced Florida last year played in Friday's game.
Yesterday and today the nine
end with the outcome in the balThe team has not hit as well as *
•*
game of four with the Gators.
was to face the Alabama State
In the second Murray went to ance to the final moment when we had hoped it would a t the
rowers temporarily consist of
Teachers College in Troy in two
•st on a hit and was advanced to with two on Florida smashed a ginning of the season, but the
Young, coxswain, J. Myers, H. P.
games. The invaders lost a pair
second on Little's sacrifice. Then long fly out over center field which posing pitching has not been Abbott. R. Brown, John Beaufort,
of games to the Alabama ball club
Prentice drove him home before Washington barely managed to mediocre f o r southern college Olcott Deming. Joe Howell, Wada couple of weeks ago in Winter
hold.
baseball. The Tars have failed to dell, and Scanlon.
the side could be retired.
Deming, an
Park, and MacDowall & Company
The Tars stepped into the lead hit in the pinches in several alternate on last year's crew, was
were more eager than ever to anAgain in the fifth the Rollins- in the first inning when Bostwick' games. However, the record of conscripted for action this year to
nex the opening bracket of contests
Headed by 17-year-old Kather- these three lassies won seven ites scored when Chakales reach- hit Chakales with a wild pitch four wins and two losses is bet- take the place of Alberto. Warren.
of the spring sojourn.
ine Rawls, whom swimming ex- first places, a second, and a third ed first by the error route and sending him to first and a field- ter than average in more ways
The rumored and hoped for
From Troy the squad heads for perts say is "the greatest all- last year to bring Fort Lauder- advanced on a long hit by Levy. er's choice advanced him to sec- than one. If the nine returns Havana trip seems to be definitely
Jackson, Mississippi, where the around woman swimmer in the dale High its fifth consecutive Murray's single out into right field ond. Mobley walked and then from its road trip with better tha off the boards for the present
third and fourth clashes with Mill- world," the most talented high championship in the girls' events. brought him across the plate.
Murray smashed out a sizzling an even break, its success will be session. An Inadequate rowing
saps will be held on Friday and school swimmers in Florida will As all three are entered again
course, instability, insecurity, and
But at the end of the sixth the two-bagger to drive Chakales by no means small.
Saturday of this week. Millsaps be assembled a t Rollins College this year. Fort Lauderdale, is sure Gators were still on the long end home for the tally.
Four games are to be played a general mix-up of affairs were
dropped both ends of a double- next Saturday, May 4, to compete to repeat its annual triumph.
the main reasons for calling of!
of a 3-2 score. Winant led off
But the Gators evened
this week in rapid success!
header in Winter Park in Eollins in the sixteenth annual interBut if winning the girls' cham- with a walk and Prentice bunted count when in the third, Brady Tuesday, Wednesday, and
the event. The outfit is still
inter-collegiate premiere earlier scholastic water meet.
pionship by Fort Lauderdale is a to Jackson, Florida pitcher, whose gave Bostwick one of the four day. Only one day of rest was counting on a race at Marrietta,
in the season.
More than $200 worth of tro- foregone conclusion, no such cer- wild peg over second allowed Wi- walks he gave all afternoon. Bost- planned between the series, and Ohio, at Philadelphia, and possiphies and medals will be distrib- tainty exists in the case of the nant to come in for the tying wick advanced to second on a that has to be spent traveling. bly New York.
The following men m
boys' championship. Miami senior
trip: Jim Mobley, pitcher Harold uted.
score while Prentice went to sec- sacrifice by Thompson and then Brady probably got the call y
The United States Golf AssociBrady, pitcher, George Rogers,
Katherine Rawls, who has been High, which won the boys' hon- ond. Chakales pounded out a chalked up the only score of the
terday, Mobley today, and
ation has announced that thia
pitcher, infielders, Ed Levy, Soc the outstanding star of the meet ors last year, and Winter Park, single which sent Prentice to day for the visitors when Long
year's National Open will be playsame order will doubtless hold :
Chakales, Jerry Kirby, Don Mur- annually since 1931, will repre- which gave the Miamians a close
third and he scored a moment singled over second.
ed early in June in Oakmont, Pa.
the last two games. Rogers m
ray, Chick Prentice, outfielders sent Fort Lauderdale High, and battle, are both entered this year
District qualifying rounds are
later on Washington's drive out to It was not until the seventh t h a t be called on for plenty of rel
Dick Washington, George Miller, will be assisted by her sister, and will be favorites. However,
center field. Chakales scored the either side was able to break the work during the tour, however, scheduled for the middle of May.
come
stiff
competition
can
be
ex|
Dan Winant, Ealph Little, Andy Evelyn, and another talented merGolfers entered from Florida will
tie.
Then
Prentice
accounted
for
marginal
run
when
Levy's
single
unless
the
Alabapia
Teachers
have
Carretta, and Manager Walter maid answering to the name of pected from St. Petersburg, HiUi
sent Jack
into the dressing a hit and went to second on a struck a hitting slump since their play at Jacksonville. Rollins will
Chapin.
Betty MacMinn.
Among them, borough and Plant of Tampa,
be represented by Bob Servis and
sacrifice. He was caught at third, appearance in Winter Park.
rooms.
Eustis, Fort Lauderdale, Orland
Pennock, the relief pit-;her, took however, when Brady sent an easy
Hard luck has hit the crew to Tom Whiteway, the prohibited
Ocala, and Palm Beach.
immediate charge of the situation roller to the pitcher's box. Chak- keep the eight in the same cate- pair, who will play competitive
and fanned Murray and only al- ales, the next man up, got a free gory with other Rollins sports. golf unhampered during the sumlowed Little a weak bounding ticket to first to leave the way Since the beginning of the year mer months. Servis has entere!
grounder that Clark, shortstop, re- clear for Washington who singled t three or four oarsmen have stop- both the National Open and the
layed over to first for the third
• second to score Brady with ped rowing for one reason or an- National Amateur for the last
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"
out.
winning run.
' other.
The present
first-string two years.

Ft. Lauderdale Favored In
Annual Swimming Meet

Orange Laundry
Acme Colonial Cleaners

PARISIAN CLEANERS
"Where Cleaning Is an Art"

CLEANING . . . PRESSING
. . . . AU Work Guaranteed . . . .
8,271 men and women
visited the Chesterfield
factories during the
past year,

,.

The Smart Nose
Knows No
Shine
" Pare
0/\/iAt&

And

we know how Helena

solves the problem!

Rubinstein

(Liquidine).

&

6-

^

who has accepted Rollins' invitation to give an exhibition of
fancy diving during the annual
interscholastic swimming m e e t
scheduled for next Saturday.

She does it perfectly

with her SPECIAL LOTION FOR SHINY
NOSE

oestjA^o/A/Q.
^UAMOIQtJ**

Acts directly on the

pores—where excessive oiliness begins! Refines pores.
ish.

It leaves a flattering mat fin-

Excellent for cleansing your face and

neck when travelling.

$1.50.

Acne Soap—the healing, medicated soap
especially prepared for the pimpled, acneblemished skin.

A man who visited a Chesterfield
factory recently, said: "Now that I have
seen Chesterfields made, I understand
better than ever why people say Chesterfields are milder and have a better taste."

$1.25.

In our Toiletries Section—a complete assortment of Helena Rubinstein's
beauty creations and her specially
trained attendant. . ,

DICKSON-IVES

ED RANDALL
Tailor

Orange Avenue—ORLANDO—Phone 4134

If y o u t o o c o u l d v i s i t o u r factories y o u
see the c l e a n , airy s u r r o u n d i n g s ; the

could

employees

i n their s p o t l e s s u n i f o r m s , a n d t h e m o d e r n c i g a -

222 Park Avenue

rette m a k i n g m a c h i n e r y .
Y o u c o u l d n o t i c e h o w carefully each Chester-

Here you may come in standing
up (perhaps) but that which you
want will be brought.
Free
Delivery
Phone 101

NORRIS'

field

cigarette

is

inspected

and

see

also

how

Chesterfields are practically u n t o u c h e d by h u m a n
hands.
W h e n e v e r y o u h a p p e n t o be in R i c h m o n d , V a . ,

^^

D u r h a m , N . C , o r San Francisco, California, w e
i n v i t e y o u t o s t o p at t h e L i g g e t t & Myers plants
and see h o w Chesterfields are m a d e .

Phone 101

. LiGcrrr & MYBRS TOBACCO C O .

